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After Stretch IRAs, What Retirement Breaks
Could Congress Chop Next?
A handful of proposals on limiting retirement tax breaks
have been circulating in Washington for years
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Late last year, Congress stung many savers when it curtailed the tax benefits of socalled Stretch IRAs. The change derailed those who carefully arranged for younger
heirs to inherit their IRAs, and the only way to preserve the plans was to die before
Jan. 1, 2020.
The revision to Stretch IRAs’ substantial benefits makes it a good time to consider
other retirement breaks at risk of being trimmed by Congress. That could happen,
because tax law is notoriously unstable—even in the area of retirement rules,
where savers must plan for decades down the road.
Robert Hickok, a financial adviser who has helped owners of small- and midsize
businesses for four decades, says he warns clients about tax shifts:
“I tell them, ‘The tax law is written in pencil. Trusting Congress to keep the law
the same for 50 years is irrational. Stay flexible, and don’t put all your eggs in one
tax basket.’”
The saga of Stretch IRAs is instructive when considering future potential changes.
The provision had been law for about 30 years and was based on longstanding
principles of pension law, according to Natalie Choate, an attorney who is a
retirement specialist with Nutter, McClennen & Fish.

But lawmakers wanted revenue to pay for the expansion of other retirement
provisions. By restricting “stretch” payments from IRAs to nonspouse heirs to 10
years rather than many decades, they could raise an estimated $15.7 billion over 10
years.
Proponents of new limits on Stretch IRAs justified them by saying that IRAs
should be mainly for owners and their spouses, not for wealth transfers to younger
heirs. The revision drew wide bipartisan support, including from Rep. Kevin Brady
of Texas, the top Republican on the House Ways & Means Committee.
Ms. Choate calls the change a “sucker punch.”
“Congress seems to want to get money into retirement plans and then change the
rules when the money’s trapped in them,” she says.
Why didn’t Congress exempt IRA owners over a certain age, or those who had
paid tax to convert to Roth IRAs? Lawmakers have included grandfather rules for
other tax changes. Just last year, the Treasury Department protected people who
are giving millions to their heirs now by insulating them from certain changes that
a future Congress may make to estate taxes.
There’s no good answer to this question, except that transition rules sometimes
happen and sometimes don’t. That goes for future changes as well.
What’s also clear is that a proposal to scale back Stretch IRAs had been around for
at least five years before Congress enacted the limit. Proposals to alter the tax code
often surface years before they become law.
Here are four more limits on retirement tax breaks circulating in Washington, some
of them for more than five years. There’s no way to know if any of these proposals
will be enacted, or when, or in what form. But prudent savers should keep them in
mind when planning, and stay flexible.
• End back-door Roth IRAs. Current law has a workaround for some savers who
exceed the income limits for contributing to a Roth IRA. They can put up to $6,000
(plus $1,000 more if age 50 or older) of after-tax dollars into a non-deductible
traditional IRA annually and soon convert it to a Roth IRA. Little or no tax will be
due on the transfer if they don’t have other traditional IRAs.

One proposal would nix this option by allowing Roth IRA conversions only of pretax dollars. Savers who want back-door Roth IRAs should do them while they can.
• Require annual payouts from Roth IRAs. Current law requires annual
withdrawals from traditional IRAs for savers who are age 72 and older, but it
doesn’t require them for Roth IRA owners.
Ed Slott, an IRA specialist and certified public accountant, says this proposal
would take away one of the biggest draws of a Roth IRA, which is payout
flexibility. He also worries that it could open the door to indirect taxes, in the same
way that tax-free municipal-bond income is included when calculating Social
Security taxes and Medicare premiums.
• Limit the value of deductions for traditional IRAs and 401(k)s. Under current
law, amounts contributed to these accounts are often fully tax deductible.
The proposal, which was keyed to pre-2018 tax rates, would trim the value of these
deductions for higher earners. It says savers would get no more than a 28%
deduction for contributions to traditional IRAs and 401(k)s, even if their marginal
tax rate is 33% or higher. Higher earners could still save in retirement accounts,
but the tax break for saving would shrink.
• Cap the size of tax-favored retirement plans. This complex proposal would
stop contributions to IRAs, 401(k)s and similar plans once the accounts reached a
certain size. Further growth through investment earnings and gains would be
permitted.
As proposed, the limit comes to about $3.4 million of total accumulation per
person, says Mr. Slott, although that could change or be indexed for inflation. The
proposal doesn’t require savers who already have more than the limit in their
accounts to withdraw the excess.
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